Embrace Life Under the Sun
Study Questions

Chapter 6

[pages 217–238]

1. Jaeggli says that Ecclesiastes gives a broader
perspective on wisdom than Proverbs does (p. 218).
What does he mean by that?

2. If biblical wisdom is not primarily the accumulation
of intellectual facts about a certain topic or an
understanding of how those facts are related,
what is it?
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3. Wisdom is certainly a beneficial trait to have, but it
has some negative aspects or limitations. How so?

4. Wisdom is certainly a beneficial trait to have, but it
has some negative aspects or limitations. How so?
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5. What New Testament passage most clearly
portrays the idea of hĕbĕl and how the believer
should handle it?

6. “Life is like a field full of land mines. There’s a picnic
table dead center and a sign that says, ‘Picnic area—
Enjoy at your own risk’” (p. 219). What does Jaeggli
mean by this analogy, and how does it summarize
the meaning of the book of Ecclesiastes?
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7. Based on this study of the book of Ecclesiastes, how
do you think God wants you to change in your
attitudes, your speech, your actions, or your habits?

The words that Solomon has written have been “given from
one Shepherd” (Eccl 12:11). Just as life is a gift from God, so
are the words that instruct us about how to live in a fallen
world. Yahweh is our Shepherd (Ps 23:1), and we look to Him
for protection against enemies and for the quiet waters and
green grass that will nourish us. Ultimately the book of
Ecclesiastes draws our hearts to the Messiah, our Lord Jesus
Christ. He lived His life under the constraints of hĕbĕl, just as
we do. He understands that we were made of dust and to dust
we return. He experienced the same kinds of frustration in life
that we experience, although to a far greater degree than we do.
He is thus qualified to be our sympathetic High Priest. Let us
draw near Him in confidence (Heb 10:19–22).
—Randy Jaeggli
Embrace Life Under the Sun, page 235
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